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About us

Nhu Anh One Member Limited was established in
2010 by experienced management in cashew industry.
Nhu Anh is a young, dynamic, enthusiastic company,
focusing on the core business philosophy of the
company: “Credibility always the first”. Over 10 years of
operation and development, Nhu Anh maintains goal
of expanding markets all over the world and increasing
Vietnamese cashew’s export quality
strengths.

8 Years

Credibility
“Nhu Anh keeps all efforts in each
shipment to assert that all of customer’s
requirement is satisfied.”

Quality
“Nhu Anh ensure every product always
conform international quality standard
and hygiene by strictly follow HACCP
instruction.”

Business philosophy
“Nhu Anh follows business philosophy: Long
term sustainable by keeping customer and
employee in the core value chain.”

Products

RAW CASHEW

HACCP
Qualified

Nhu Anh exports all kind of cashew to different customer from
around the world. Every shipment to our customer always
conform with HACCP standard and FDA test before issued
out of factory. The cashew nuts we supply are completely free
from infestation, insect damage and rancidity. We pack the
nuts in vacuum packed tins. We export fine quality Cashew
Nuts in the global market that are known for their freshness
and nutritional value.
Specification: Color variable or Nut count variable
Quality Certification and approval: Provided by independent
inspector
Payment term: TT, DP, CAD...
Shipment term: FOB, CFR, CIF
Trading region: Worldwide

White Whole

Cashew kernels have a uniform colour
which may be white, light yellow, pale
ivory or light ash-grey

White Butts
Kernels broken crosswise and naturally
attached. Cashew shall be white pale
ivory, or light ash in colour reasonably
dry and free from insect damaged,
damaged kernels and black spot.

Lightly Blemish Wholes

Scorched Wholes

Cashew kernels may be light brown,
light ivory, light ash-grey or deep ivory.
Kernels may show light brown speckles
or blemishes on the surface, provided
that not more than 40% of the kernels
are affected

Cashew kernels may be yellow, light
brown, light ivory, light ash-grey or
deep ivory

White Splits

Large White Pieces

Kernels split naturally lengthwise.
Cashew kernels shall be white, pale
ivory or light ash-grey in colour, free
from insect damage, damaged kernels
and black spots. The pieces shall be
completely free from skin.

Kernels broken into more than two
pieces and not passing through a sieve of
aperture 4.75 mm.

ROASTED CASHEW

Beside raw cashew kernel for export, Nhu Anh company also produces roasted cashew nut
with salt. With high technology roasted, cashew kernel can keep the sweet and good favor
combine with salted given best taste ever. Company also can supply packing as customer
request.

Plastic Jar 250g

Plastic Jar 454g
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